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This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Second Asian Applied Computing
Conference, AACC 2004, held in Kathmandu, Nepal in October 2004. The 42 revised full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 184 submissions. The papers
are organized in topical sections on machine learning and soft computing; scheduling,
optimization, and constraint solving; neural networks and support vector machines;
natural language processing and information retrieval; speech and signal processing;
networks and mobile computing; parallel, grid, and high performance computing; innovative
applicationsfor the developing world; and cryptography and security.
Written in Swahili, this anthology presents 82 poems that have been composed following
different themes, styles, and forms. The inclusion of both metred and free verses aims at
exposing readers and literary critics to different kinds of Kiswahili poems.
English in Kenya is a stable post-colonial variety that is used as an inter-ethnic lingua
franca in private domains, is the medium of instruction as well as the language spoken in
parliament and court rooms. Yet so far no comprehensive research monograph on Kenyan
English has been published that surveys its characteristic linguistic features. The
present book closes this gap by giving a full description of the characteristic
linguistic features of Kenyan English. The book provides an in-depth overview of Kenyan
English phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics and also gives
a meticulous account of the diachronic evolution of this post-colonial variety.
Provides the latest information on a wide range of topics, including animals, culture,
geography, the environment, history, and science.
Resources for Theological Education
Environmental Integration in Competition and Free-Movement Laws
National Geographic Kids Almanac 2014
Going There
A Decision-focused Approach
Conceptual and Empirical Considerations
The book is designed to meet the needs of the physical education majors gaining professional competency
in resource management which they will handle first at the entry point level and later a full time
administrator or manager.
By the author of Restructuring the GATT System, this study discusses the strengths and limitations of
the World Trade Organization and how it will need to adapt to meet new demands.
Moving beyond a self-indulgent attitude about Africa’s historical victimhood, the book seeks to capture
how African states individually and Africa’s collective institutions (the AU) are providing agency in
Africa’s international relations. While African states have been trailblazers in such ideas as ‘The
Responsibility to Protect’, as conceived in the African Union Constitutive Act (2001) which preceded the
United Nations (UN) Secretary General’s report “In Larger Freedom” (2005) in which the UN adopted the
concept, African agency in international relations has not always been captured proactively. This volume
seeks to document Africa (and African states) in a state of proactivity as opposed to a reactionary mode
of international relations which has long been the case due to the discipline’s heavy concentration on
the West. The main themes explored are: African agency in international relations and commerce, agency
in Africa’s balancing of big and regional powers, reshaping Africa-EU relations beyond the Cotonou
Agreements, Africa and international human rights institutions, African efforts in elections and
conflicts in Africa and relationship building among African leaders.
Since 2000, IOM has been producing world migration reports. The World Migration Report 2020, the tenth
in the world migration report series, has been produced to contribute to increased understanding of
migration throughout the world. This new edition presents key data and information on migration as well
as thematic chapters on highly topical migration issues, and is structured to focus on two key
contributions for readers: Part I: key information on migration and migrants (including migrationrelated statistics); and Part II: balanced, evidence-based analysis of complex and emerging migration
issues.
The Forgotten Origins of the Modern Humanities
Handbook of Research on Literacy and Digital Technology Integration in Teacher Education
Reflections on His Life of Writing
Lessons on Entrepreneurship, Diversity, and the Movement to Build an Alternative Startup Paradigm
A Theological Reflection
A Global Perspective on Private Higher Education
This book offers a fresh report and interpretation of what is happening at the intersection of two great contemporary movements: the rapid
growth of higher education worldwide and the rise of world Christianity. It features on-site, evaluative studies by scholars from Africa, Asia,
North America, and South America. Christian Higher Education: A Global Reconnaissance visits some of the hotspots of Christian university
development, such as South Korea, Kenya, and Nigeria, and compares what is happening there to places in Canada, the United States, and
Europe, where Christian higher education has a longer history. Very little research until now has examined the scope and direction of
Christian higher education throughout the world, so this volume fills a real gap.
This book explores the role and place of popular, traditional and digital media platforms in the mediatization, representation and performance
of various conflicts and peacebuilding interventions in the African context. The role of the media in conflict is often depicted as either ‘good’
(as symbolized by peace journalism) and ‘bad’ (as exemplified by war journalism), but this book moves beyond this binary to highlight the ‘inbetween’ role that the media often plays in times of conflict. The volume does not only focus on the relationship between mass media, conflict
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and peacebuilding processes but it broadens its scope by critically analysing the dynamic and emergent roles of popular and digital media
platforms in a continent where the semi-literate and oral communities still rely heavily on popular communication platforms to get news and
information. Whilst social media platforms have been hailed for their assumed democratic and digital dividends, this book does not only focus
on these positive aspects but also shines a light on dark forms of participation which are fuelling racial, gender, ethnic, political and religious
conflicts in highly polarized and stratified societies. Highlighting the many ways in which traditional, digital and popular media can be used to
both escalate conflicts and promote peacebuilding, this volume will be a useful resource for students, researchers and civil society groups
interested in peace and conflict studies, journalism and media studies in different contexts within Africa.
Paradise, the third and final part of The Divine Comedy, tells the story of Dante's journey through the heavenly realms. Representative of the
divine soul's ascent to the Lord, this timeless epic portrays haven as a series of intricate spheres which surround the Earth. Each of these
represents an astronomical body, such as the Moon, Mercury, Venus and even the distant stars. Dante's deceased love interest, Beatrice
Portinari, is his guide through the journey to the paradise of heaven. Just as Dante depicted Hell as having nine circles, Heaven is depicted
as consisting of nine celestial spheres. Gradually the pair ascend through each of these, observing their appearance and meeting with
various inhabitants along the way. The poem's grand finale sees Dante and Beatrice enter the Empyrean - the very home of God himself.
Beatrice's beauty becomes more marked, while Dante himself is bathed in an intense light, so that he may be fit to behold the divine.
This third edition of Strategic Marketing Management confirms it as the classic textbook on the subject. Its step- by- step approach provides
comprehensive coverage of the five key strategic stages: * Where are we now? - Strategic and marketing analysis * Where do we want to
be? - Strategic direction and strategy formulation * How might we get there? - Strategic choice * Which way is best? - Strategic evaluation *
How can we ensure arrival? - Strategic implementation and control This new revised and updated third edition has completely new chapters
on 'The Nature and Role of Competitive Advantage' and 'The Strategic Management of the Expanded Marketing Mix', and extensive new
material covering: * The changing role of marketing * Approaches to analysing marketing capability * E-marketing * Branding * Customer
relationship management * Relationship management myopia * The decline of loyalty The book retains the key features that make it essential
reading for all those studying the management of marketing - a strong emphasis on implementation, up to date mini cases, and questions and
summaries in each chapter to reinforce key points. Widely known as the most authoritative, successful and influential text in the sector, the
new edition remains an irreplaceable resource for undergraduate and graduate students of business and marketing, and students of the CIM
Diploma.
New Directions for Health Services Delivery
Marketing Strategy
Christian Higher Education
Purchasing and Supply Management
Old Testament Notes
Constitution and Jurisprudence
Popular among university applicants and their advisers alike, these guides present a wide range of information on a specific
degree discipline, laid out in tabular format enabling at-a-glance course comparison.
By the beginning of the twenty-first century, Christianity has taken shape and established roots in all areas of African reality. It
has come to stay. Therefore, we welcome Christianity afresh in Africa, where it has arrived to continue the ancient and vibrant
Christianity in Egypt, Ethiopia, and Eritrea. It is appropriate that the Anthology of African Christianity presents, in valuable detail,
this new reality that describes its African landscape in totality.
This book offers an introduction to African political theology that is thorough, practical, and powerful. Dr. Boyo provides a
foundation for understanding Africa's contemporary political concerns in their cultural and historical context.
The authors demonstrate that the imperfections in technology are related to the uncertainties in science described in the first
volume.
The Church and Politics
World Cities Report 2020
Miale Ya Mashariki
African Agency in Development, Diplomacy, and Conflict Resolution
Strategic Marketing Planning
Anthology of African Christianity

This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant
marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
This Handbook of Theological Education in Africa is a fascinating witness to the explosive nature of theological education. The
historical and regional surveys, among others, open our eyes and ears to see and hear how fast it has taken root historically,
geographically, and ecumenically. The landscape of African theological education changed drastically during the final twenty to thirty
years of the last century. There is much to appreciate about it and about what has been achieved. We have grounds to rejoice and for
which to thank the Lord.
This collection of essays reflects on the life and work of Ngugi wa Thiong'o, who celebrated his 80th birthday in 2018. Drawing from a
wide range of contributors, including writers, critics, publishers and activists, the volume traces the emergence of Ngugi as a novelist
in the early 1960s, his contribution to the African culture of letters at its moment of inception, and his global artistic life in the twentyfirst century. Here we have both personal and critical reflections on the different phases of the writer's life: there are poems from
friends and admirers, commentaries from his co-workers in public theatre in Kenya in the 1970s and 1980s, and from his political
associates in the fight for democracy, and contributions on his role as an intellectual of decolonization, as well as his experiences in
the global art world. Included also are essays on Ngugi's role outside the academy, in the world of education, community theatre, and
activism. In addition to tributes from other authors who were influenced by Ngugi, the collection contains hitherto unknown materials
that are appearing in English for the first time. Both a celebration of the writer, and a rethinking of his legacy, this book brings together
three generations of Ngugi readers. We have memories and recollections from the people he worked with closely in the 1960s, the
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students that he taught at the University of Nairobi in the 1970s, his political associates during his exile in the 1980s, and the people
who worked with him as he embarked on a new life and career in the United States in the 1990s. First-hand accounts reveal how
Ngugi's life and work have intersected, and the multiple forces that have converged to make him one of the greatest writers to come
out of Africa in the twentieth century. Simon Gikandi is Robert Schirmer Professor of English, Princeton University. He was editor of
the PMLA, the journal of the MLA (the Modern Languages Association) from 2011-2016. He served as the 2nd and 1st president of
the MLA in 2017 and 2018 and is the president elect of the association for 2019. Ndirangu Wachanga is Professor of Media Studies
and Information Science at the University of Wisconsin. He is also the authorized documentary biographer of Professors Ali A. Mazrui,
Ngugi wa Thiong'o and Micere Mugo.
In a rapidly urbanizing and globalized world, cities have been the epicentres of COVID-19 (coronavirus). The virus has spread to
virtually all parts of the world; first, among globally connected cities, then through community transmission and from the city to the
countryside. This report shows that the intrinsic value of sustainable urbanization can and should be harnessed for the wellbeing of all.
It provides evidence and policy analysis of the value of urbanization from an economic, social and environmental perspective. It also
explores the role of innovation and technology, local governments, targeted investments and the effective implementation of the New
Urban Agenda in fostering the value of sustainable urbanization.
Business, Management & Economics
Sports Administration and Management
Kenyan English
An Examination of the Influence of Digital Networking Technologies on Election Processes
Student Completion Rates
A Workshop on Artificial Intelligence
Reading the articles in this handbook about Orthodox theologians on ecumenism, one feels awe at the
courage and decisiveness of these great figures who were able to overcome stereotypes and longestablished perceptions. With God's blessing, these Orthodox theologians were able to lay foundational
stones not only of the history of Orthodoxy, but also of the history of ecumenism, contributing to
theological progress and a better mutual understanding between churches inside and outside the Orthodox
tradition.
With widespread testing and standards-driven curriculum and accountability pressure in public schools,
teachers are expected to be highly skilled practitioners. There is a pressing need for college faculty
to prepare current and future teachers for the demands of modern classrooms and to address the academic
readiness skills of their students to succeed in their programs. The Handbook of Research on Literacy
and Digital Technology Integration in Teacher Education is an essential academic publication that
provides comprehensive research on the influence of standards-driven education on educators and educator
preparation as well as the applications of technology for the preparation of teachers. Featuring a wide
range of topics such as academic success, professional development, and teacher education, this book is
essential for academicians, educators, administrators, educational software developers, IT consultants,
researchers, professionals, students, and curriculum designers.
Heartbreaking, hilarious, and brutally honest, Going There is the deeply personal life story of a girl
next door turned household name. For more than forty years, Katie Couric has been an iconic presence in
the media world. In her brutally honest, hilarious, heartbreaking memoir, she reveals what was going on
behind the scenes of her sometimes tumultuous personal and professional life - a story she’s never
shared, until now. Of the medium she loves, the one that made her a household name, she says,
“Television can put you in a box; the flat-screen can flatten. On TV, you are larger than life but
smaller, too. It is not the whole story, and it is not the whole me. This book is.” Beginning in early
childhood, Couric was inspired by her journalist father to pursue the career he loved but couldn’t
afford to stay in. Balancing her vivacious, outgoing personality with her desire to be taken seriously,
she overcame every obstacle in her way: insecurity, an eating disorder, being typecast, sexism . . .
challenges, and how she dealt with them, setting the tone for the rest of her career. Couric talks
candidly about adjusting to sudden fame after her astonishing rise to co-anchor of the TODAY show, and
guides us through the most momentous events and news stories of the era, to which she had a front-row
seat: Rodney King, Anita Hill, Columbine, the death of Princess Diana, 9/11, the Iraq War . . . In every
instance, she relentlessly pursued the facts, ruffling more than a few feathers along the way. She also
recalls in vivid and sometimes lurid detail the intense pressure on female anchors to snag the latest
“get”—often sensational tabloid stories like Jon Benet Ramsey, Tonya Harding, and OJ Simpson. Couric’s
position as one of the leading lights of her profession was shadowed by the shock and trauma of losing
her husband to stage 4 colon cancer when he was just 42, leaving her a widow and single mom to two
daughters, 6 and 2. The death of her sister Emily, just three years later, brought yet more trauma—and
an unwavering commitment to cancer awareness and research, one of her proudest accomplishments. Couric
is unsparing in the details of her historic move to the anchor chair at the CBS Evening News—a world
rife with sexism and misogyny. Her “welcome” was even more hostile at 60 Minutes, an unrepentant boys
club that engaged in outright hazing of even the most established women. In the wake of the MeToo
movement, Couric shares her clear-eyed reckoning with gender inequality and predatory behavior in the
workplace, and downfall of Matt Lauer—a colleague she had trusted and respected for more than a decade.
Couric also talks about the challenge of finding love again, with all the hilarity, false-starts, and
drama that search entailed, before finding her midlife Mr. Right. Something she has never discussed
publicly—why her second marriage almost didn’t happen. If you thought you knew Katie Couric, think
again. Going There is the fast-paced, emotional, riveting story of a thoroughly modern woman, whose
journey took her from humble origins to superstardom. In these pages, you will find a friend, a
confidante, a role model, a survivor whose lessons about life will enrich your own.
The Fourteenth Edition of Purchasing and Supply Management provides a comprehensive introduction to the
purchasing and supply chain management field, supported by over 40 case studies. Cases cover purchasing
and supply chain issues in a variety of settings, from process industries to high tech manufacturing and
services as well as public institutions. The text focuses on decision making throughout the supply
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chain. Based on the conviction that supply managers, in concert with suppliers and distributors, have to
contribute to organizational goals and strategies, this edition continues to focus on how to make that
mission a reality.
The Value of Sustainable Urbanization
Applied Computing
What You Should Know about Technology
Beyond History
A Global Reconnaissance
Mashairi Na Mwongozo Wa Uchambuzi
Marketing Strategy, 8e is a focused, succinct text which can be used on its own or packaged with a case book. It covers the concepts and
theories of creating and implementing a marketing strategy and offers a focus on the strategic planning process and marketing's cross/interfunctional relationships. This text distinguishes itself from competitors by maintaining a strong approach to strategic decision making. The
eighth edition helps students integrate what they have learned about analytical tools and the 4P's of marketing within a broader framework of
competitive strategy. Four key and relevant trends that are sweeping the world of marketing theory and practice are integrated throughout this
new edition.
Environmental Integration in Competition and Free-Movement Laws engages in a comprehensive analysis of the obligation of Article 11 TFEU
(integration of environmental protection requirements) in the three core areas of EU internal market law: competition, state aid, and free
movement. It develops a theoretical framework for integrating environmental and other policies and compares how environmental integration
takes place within competition, state aid, and free movement law. In turn, it paves a way for a more transparent and consistent integration of
environment protection in these three core areas of law. Structured in three parts, this volume (I) offers a detailed analysis of the historical
development of environmental integration including discussions of the various intergovernmental conferences which led to a number of Treaty
changes, shaping the obligation itself. (II) It investigates which provisions and concepts within competition law, state aid law, and the market
freedoms can be interpreted in order to provide a clear demarcation of environmental protection and these areas of law. (III) It analyses how
competition, state aid, and free movement law allow for a balancing of the environment against restrictions in cases of conflict.
Strategic Marketing Planning concentrates on the critical planning aspects that are of vital importance to practitioners and students alike. It has
a clear structure that offers a digest of the five principal dimensions of the strategic marketing planning process. Leading authors in this sector,
Gilligan and Wilson offer current thinking in marketing and consider the changes it has undergone over the past few years. Updated information
in this new edition includes: * Changing corporate perspectives on the role of strategic marketing activity * Changing social structures and the
rise of social tribes * The significance of the new consumer and how the new consumer needs to be managed * New thinking on market
segmentation * Changing routes to market * Developments in e-marketing * Changing environmental structures and pressures
In his book, Social Media and Political Campaigns in Kenya, Dr. Ndavula explores the relationship between digital networking and
contemproary Kenyan politics. He addresses the following questions: Is the Kenyan political campaign being affected by social media usage?
What are the theoretical underpinnings of social media adoption for the political campaign? What power do social media exercise in the
political campaign process? What are the implications for social media use for democracy? What are the early lessons to be learned and
prospects for the adoption of social media for political campaigns? His conclusion is that social media play a transformative role in political
campaigns in Kenya, and understanding usages might help Kenyans to build more stable democratic structures.
Handbook of Theological Education in Africa
Orthodox Handbook on Ecumenism
Students' Hand-book
Handbook of Universities
Physical Environment and Crime
Community Oriented Primary Care

Perhaps no figure embodied the ambiguities, colonial fears, and collective imaginations
of Kenya’s decolonization era more than Dedan Kimathi, the self-proclaimed field marshal
of the rebel forces that took to the forests to fight colonial rule in the 1950s. Kimathi
personified many of the contradictions that the Mau Mau rebellion represented: rebel
statesman, literate peasant, modern traditionalist. His capture and trial in 1956, and
subsequent execution, for many marked the end of the rebellion and turned Kimathi into a
patriotic martyr. Dedan Kimathi on Trial unearths a piece of the colonial archive long
thought lost, hidden, or destroyed. Its discovery and landmark publication unsettles an
already contentious history and prompts fresh examinations of its reverberations in the
present. Here, the entire trial transcript is available for the first time. This critical
edition also includes provocative contributions from leading Mau Mau scholars reflecting
on the meaning of the rich documents offered here and the figure of Kimathi in a much
wider field of historical and contemporary concerns. These include the nature of colonial
justice; the moral arguments over rebellion, nationalism, and the end of empire; and the
complexities of memory and memorialization in contemporary Kenya. Contributors: David
Anderson, Simon Gikandi, Nicholas Githuku, Lotte Hughes, and John Lonsdale. Introductory
note by Willy Mutunga.
A Global Perspective on Private Higher Education provides a timely review of the
significant growth of private higher education in many parts of the world during the last
decade. The book is concurrent with significant changes in the external operating
environment of private higher education, including government policy and its impact on
the ongoing growth of the sector. The title brings together the trends relating to the
growth and the decline of private higher education providers, also including the key
contributing factors of the changes from 17 countries. Provides a timely review of the
significant growth of private higher education in many parts of the world during the last
decade Presents the significant changes in the external operating environment of private
higher education Brings together the trends relating to the growth and the decline of
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private higher education providers
The Most Authentic Source Of Information On Higher Education In India The Handbook Of
Universities, Deemed Universities, Colleges, Private Universities And Prominent
Educational & Research Institutions Provides Much Needed Information On Degree And
Diploma Awarding Universities And Institutions Of National Importance That Impart
General, Technical And Professional Education In India. Although Another Directory Of
Similar Nature Is Available In The Market, The Distinct Feature Of The Present Handbook,
That Makes It One Of Its Kind, Is That It Also Includes Entries And Details Of The
Private Universities Functioning Across The Country.In This Handbook, The Universities
Have Been Listed In An Alphabetical Order. This Facilitates Easy Location Of Their Names.
In Addition To The Brief History Of These Universities, The Present Handbook Provides The
Names Of Their Vice-Chancellor, Professors And Readers As Well As Their Faculties And
Departments. It Also Acquaints The Readers With The Various Courses Of Studies Offered By
Each University.It Is Hoped That The Handbook In Its Present Form, Will Prove Immensely
Helpful To The Aspiring Students In Choosing The Best Educational Institution For Their
Career Enhancement. In Addition, It Will Also Prove Very Useful For The Publishers In
Mailing Their Publicity Materials. Even The Suppliers Of Equipment And Services Required
By These Educational Institutions Will Find It Highly Valuable.
Many today do not recognize the word, but "philology" was for centuries nearly synonymous
with humanistic intellectual life, encompassing not only the study of Greek and Roman
literature and the Bible but also all other studies of language and literature, as well
as history, culture, art, and more. In short, philology was the queen of the human
sciences. How did it become little more than an archaic word? In Philology, the first
history of Western humanistic learning as a connected whole ever published in English,
James Turner tells the fascinating, forgotten story of how the study of languages and
texts led to the modern humanities and the modern university. The humanities today face a
crisis of relevance, if not of meaning and purpose. Understanding their common
origins—and what they still share—has never been more urgent.
Un-Silicon Valley
Paradise: Paradiso - The Divine Comedy, Book Three (Hardcover)
Dedan Kimathi on Trial
Social Media and Political Campaigns in Kenya
The Ethics of Wagner's the Ring of the Nibelung
Philology
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